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the cold war between the united states and the soviet union lasted from the end of world war ii until the end of the

1980s over the course of five decades they never came to blows directly rather these two world superpowers

competed in other arenas that would touch almost every corner of the globe inside you will read about what was the

cold war the origins of the cold war world war ii and the beginning of the cold war the cold war in the 1950s the cold

war in the 1960s the cold war in the 1970s the cold war in the 1980s and the end of the cold war both interfered in

the affairs of other countries to win allies for their opposing ideologies in the process governments were destabilized

ideas silenced revolutions broke out and culture was controlled this overview of the cold war provides the story of

how these two countries came to oppose one another and the impact it had on them and others around the world

this comprehensive collection of carefully edited documents speeches treaties statements and articles traces the rise

and fall of the cold war the sources follow the cold war from its roots in east west tensions at the end of world war ii

to the collapse of the soviet union in 1991 set in historical context by the editors concise introductions and followed

by thoughtful discussion questions the documents are arranged in chronological order starting with the yalta

conference and ending with gorbachev s resignation speech drawing on selections from a variety of countries and

leaders involved in this prolonged global struggle the editors treat the entire cold war as an era in world history not

just u s history their judicious selection makes the great events of the time come alive through the words and

phrases of those who were actively involved odd arne westad s daring ambition supra nationalist intellect polyglot

sources masterly scholarship and trenchant analysis make the cold war a book ofresounding importance for

appraising our global future as well as understanding our past richard davenport hines tls books of the year as

germany and then japan surrendered in 1945 there was a tremendous hope that a new and much better world could

be created from the moral and physical ruins of the conflict instead the combination of the huge power of the usa

and ussr and the near total collapse of most of their rivals created a unique grim new environment the cold war for

over forty years the demands of the cold war shaped the life of almost all of us there was no part of the world where

east and west did not ultimately demand a blind and absolute allegiance and nowhere into which the west and east

did not reach countries as remote from each other as korea angola and cuba were defined by their allegiances

almost all civil wars became proxy conflicts for the superpowers europe was seemingly split in two indefinitely arne

westad s remarkable new book is the first to have the distance from these events and the ambition to create a

convincing powerful narrative of the cold war the book is genuinely global in its reach and captures the dramas and

agonies of a period always overshadowed by the horror of nuclear war and which for millions of people was not cold
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at all a time of relentless violence squandered opportunities and moral failure this is a book of extraordinary scope

and daring it is conventional to see the first half of the 20th century as a nightmare and the second half as a

reprieve westad shows that for much of the world the second half was by most measures even worse this volume

examines the origins and early years of the cold war in the first comprehensive historical reexamination of the period

a team of leading scholars shows how the conflict evolved from the geopolitical ideological economic and

sociopolitical environments of the two world wars and interwar period now available in a fully revised and updated

third edition the cold war a post cold war history offers an authoritative and accessible introduction to the history and

enduring legacy of the cold war thoroughly updated in light of new scholarship including revised sections on

president nixons policies in vietnam and president reagans approach to u s soviet relations features six all new

counterparts sections that juxtapose important historical figures to illustrate the contrasting viewpoints that

characterized the cold war argues that the success of western capitalism during the cold war laid the groundwork for

the economic globalization and political democratization that have defined the 21st century includes extended

coverage of the cuban missile crisis the most dangerous confrontation of the nuclear age thus far in 1950 when

joseph stalin mao zedong ho chi minh and kim il sung met in moscow to discuss the future they had reason to feel

optimistic international communism seemed everywhere on the offensive all of eastern europe was securely in the

soviet camp america s monopoly on nuclear weapons was a thing of the past and mao s forces had assumed

control over the world s most populous country the story of the previous five decades was one of the worst fears

confirmed and there seemed as of 1950 little sign at least to the west that the next fifty years would be any less dark

in fact of course the century s end brought the widespread triumph of political and economic freedom over its

ideological enemies in the cold war john lewis gaddis makes a major contribution to our understanding of this

epochal story beginning with the second world war and ending with the collapse of the soviet union he provides a

thrilling account of the strategic dynamics that drove the age now as britain once more finds itself in a global

confrontation with an implacable ideological enemy the cold war tells a story whose lessons it is vitally necessary to

understand designed to meet the needs of high school and college students this one stop resource features

narrative history analysis biographical profiles key primary documents and other reference tools on the cold war

based on the latest scholarship sibley provides a concise yet comprehensive overview of the cold war which lasted

from 1945 until the dissolution of the soviet union in 1991 following a historical overview six essays organized

topically examine the key themes that characterized the cold war its origins in the distrust among the world war ii

allies the force of american anti communism washington s enhanced postwar global role the competing objectives of

the u s and u s s r in pursuit of global influence and the reasons why the soviet union did not survive the cold war a

timeline of events glossary of terms biographical profiles of major players and the text of 17 key documents

necessary for student research on the cold war provide valuable research tools following a timeline of events and
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narrative historical overview six topical essays discuss the origins of the cold war mccarthyism and internal security

in the united states the cold war in asia the cold war in latin america the middle east and africa the end of detente

and revived hopes for soviet american relations ushered in by gorbachev and its denouement and the legacies and

implications of the cold war documents include a variety of speeches excerpts from the memoirs of leaders on both

sides of the cold war as well as the text of key government documents each document is preceded by an

explanatory introduction an annotated bibliography of works suitable for students and a selection of photographs

enhance the value of this work the massive disorder and economic ruin following the second world war inevitably

predetermined the scope and intensity of the cold war but why did it last so long and what impact did it have on the

united states the soviet union europe and the third world finally how did it affect the broader history of the second

half of the twentieth century what were the human and financial costs this very short introduction provides a clear

and stimulating interpretive overview of the cold war one that will both invite debate and encourage deeper

investigation about the series the very short introductions series from oxford university press contains hundreds of

titles in almost every subject area these pocket sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject

quickly our expert authors combine facts analysis perspective new ideas and enthusiasm to make interesting and

challenging topics highly readable presents the history of the cold war through excerpts from letters newspaper

articles speeches and songs dating from the period includes review questions a lively and accessible new

introduction to the origins and emergence of the cold war caroline kennedy pipe brings to life the clashes of ideas

and personalities that led russia and america into decades of conflict and draws out important lessons for policy and

analysis in today s equally formative period in world affairs in a new epilogue to this second edition he extends his

analysis from the mccarthyism of the 1950s including its effects on the american and european intelligensia to the

civil rights movement of the 1960s and beyond this truly international collection of articles provides a fresh and

comprehensive analysis of the origins of the cold war moving beyond earlier controversies and including the newest

research from the communist side of the cold war the cold war dominated international relations for forty five years it

shaped the foreign policies of the united states and the soviet union and deeply affected their societies domestic

situations and their government institutions hardly any part of the world escaped its influence david painter provides

a compact and analytical study that examines the origins course and end of the cold war his overview is global in

perspective with an emphasis on the third world as well as the contested regions of asia and central america and a

strong consideration of economic issues he includes discussion of the global distribution of power the arms race the

world economy the cold war gives a concise original and interdisciplinary introduction to this international state of

affairs covering the years between 1945 and 1990 since the cold war ended it has become an international field of

study with new material from china the former soviet union and europe this volume takes stock of where these new

materials have taken us in our understanding of what the cold war was about and how we should study it reveals the
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intriguing suspenseful true story behind the globe spanning battle of wills between the us and the soviet union after

the fall of nazi germany examines the debates surrounding the end of the cold war between 1945 and 1991 tension

between the usa its allies and a group of nations led by the ussr dominated world politics this period was called the

cold war a conflict that stopped short to a full blown war benefiting from the recent research of newly open archives

the encyclopedia of the cold war discusses how this state of perpetual tensions arose developed and was resolved

this work examines the military economic diplomatic and political evolution of the conflict as well as its impact on the

different regions and cultures of the world using a unique geopolitical approach that will present russian perspectives

and others the work covers all aspects of the cold war from communism to nuclear escalation and from ufos to red

diaper babies highlighting its vast ranging and lasting impact on international relations as well as on daily life

although the work will focus on the 1945 1991 period it will explore the roots of the conflict starting with the formation

of the soviet state and its legacy to the present day on september 5 1945 cipher clerk igor gouzenko severed ties

with the soviet embassy in ottawa reporting to the royal canadian mounted police allegations of extensive soviet

espionage in north america providing stolen documents detailing soviet intelligence matters to back his claims this

action sent shockwaves through washington london moscow and ottawa changing the course of the twentieth

century using recently declassified fbi and canadian rcmp files on the gouzenko case author and cold war scholar

amy knight sheds new light on the fbi s efforts to incriminate alger hiss and harry dexter white in order to discredit

the truman administration fbi chief j edgar hoover seized upon gouzenko s defection as a means through which to

demonize the soviets distorting statements made by gouzenko to stir up spy fever in the u s setting the mccarthy era

into motion through the fbi files and interviews with several key players knight delves into gouzenko s reasons for

defecting and brilliantly connects these events to the strained relations between the soviet union and the west

marking the beginning of the cold war immediately following world war ii former allies the united states and the soviet

union began an open yet restricted rivalry that became known as the cold war and played out around the world until

the soviet union s collapse in 1991 many conflicts such as the chinese civil war the korean war the vietnam war and

the arab israeli wars acted as proxy wars for the u s soviet competition other major issues explored in this

examination of the cold war include europe s iron curtain the nuclear arms race decolonization in africa and the

spread of communism into latin america and southeast asia a study of nuclear warfare s key role in triggering the

post world war ii confrontation between the us and the ussr after a devastating world war culminating in the

obliteration of hiroshima and nagasaki it was clear that the united states and the soviet union had to establish a

cooperative order if the planet was to escape an atomic world war iii in this provocative study campbell craig and

sergey radchenko show how the atomic bomb pushed the united states and the soviet union not toward cooperation

but toward deep bipolar confrontation joseph stalin sure that the americans meant to deploy their new weapon

against russia and defeat socialism would stop at nothing to build his own bomb harry truman initially willing to
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consider cooperation discovered that its pursuit would mean political suicide especially when news of soviet atomic

spies reached the public both superpowers moreover discerned a new reality of the atomic age now cooperation

must be total the dangers posed by the bomb meant that intermediate measures of international cooperation would

protect no one yet no two nations in history were less prepared to pursue total cooperation than were the united

states and the soviet union the logic of the bomb pointed them toward immediate cold war sprightly and well argued

the complicated history of how the bomb influenced the start of the war has never been explored so well lloyd

gardner rutgers university an outstanding new interpretation of the origins of the cold war that gives equal weight to

american and soviet perspectives on the conflict that shaped the contemporary world geoffrey roberts author of stalin

s wars debating the origins of the cold war examines the coming of the cold war through americans and russians

contrasting perspectives and actions in two engaging essays the authors demonstrate that a huge gap existed

between the democratic capitalist and global vision of the post world war ii peace that most americans believed in

and the dictatorial xenophobic and regional approach that characterized soviet policies the authors argue that

repeated failures to find mutually acceptable solutions to concrete problems led to the rapid development of the cold

war and they conclude that given the respective concerns and perspectives of the time both superpowers were

largely justified in their courses of action supplemented by primary sources including documents detailing soviet

espionage in the united states during the 1930s and 1940s and correspondence between premier josef stalin and

foreign minister v m molotov during postwar meetings this is the first book to give equal attention to the u s and

soviet policies and perspectives covering an extensive period and much of the globe this dictionary presents a year

by year chronology and alphabetical entries on civilian and military leaders crucial countries and peripheral conflicts

the increasingly lethal weapons systems and the various political and military strategies in this book allen lynch

challenges the common wisdom that the revolutionary events in eastern europe in 1989 and in the soviet union in

1991 marked the end of the cold war instead he argues that the cold war was actually resolved by the early 1970s

as evidenced by the tacit acceptance of a divided germany and europe more recent events thus overthrew not the

cold war but the post cold war order in east west and u s soviet relations and often to their surprise and

consternation leaders of the governments involved must now face formidable new forces created by german unity

and nationalism in eastern europe and the former soviet union which were contained efficiently if at times brutally by

the post cold war order in its three sections the book reviews historical contemporary and future oriented themes

respectively lynch begins by exploring the deeper logic of the cold war and how it was resolved by the 1970s he

then presents an overview of recent soviet domestic and foreign policy processes as they affect east west relations

the concluding section considers the future with special emphasis on the implications of a disintegrating ussr for u s

foreign policy this collection explores the complex interrelationships between the soviet american struggle for global

preeminence and the rise of the third world featuring original essays by twelve leading scholars it examines the
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influence of third world actors on the course of the cold war primary and secondary sources examine key issues of

the cold war from the end of world war ii to the disintegration of the soviet union in 1991 although no war was

officially declared for over four decades the soviet union and the united states waged an ideological battle that at

times carried the threat of nuclear war in this anthology those who shaped the cold war and those reflecting on its

impact debate the strategies these nations used to expand or protect their spheres of influence as the united states

and the soviet union moved from confrontation to cooperation this book first published in 1992 examines the end of

the cold war and the implications for the history and future of the world order the cold war shaped the world we live

in today its politics economics and military affairs this book shows how the globalization of the cold war during the

last century created the foundations for most of the key conflicts we see today including the war on terror it focuses

on how the third world policies of the two twentieth century superpowers the united states and the soviet union gave

rise to resentments and resistance that in the end helped topple one superpower and still seriously challenge the

other ranging from china to indonesia iran ethiopia angola cuba and nicaragua it provides a truly global perspective

on the cold war and by exploring both the development of interventionist ideologies and the revolutionary movements

that confronted interventions the book links the past with the present in ways that no other major work on the cold

war era has succeeded in doing bradley lightbody here examines the complex arguments which divided east and

west following the second world war and analyzes its eight major phases from the emergence of the cold war

through the late 1980s contributions by thomas j cobb donna a gessell helena goscilo cyndy hendershot christian

jimenez david larocca lori maguire tatiana prorokova konrad ian scott vesta silva lucian tion dan ward and jon wiebel

in recent years hollywood cinema has forwarded a growing number of images of the cold war and entertained a

return to memories of conflicts between the ussr and the us russians and americans and communism and capitalism

cold war ii hollywood s renewed obsession with russia explores the reasons for this sudden reestablished interest in

the cold war essayists examine such films as guy ritchie s the man from u n c l e steven spielberg s bridge of spies

ethan coen and joel coen s hail caesar david leitch s atomic blonde guillermo del toro s the shape of water ryan

coogler s black panther and francis lawrence s red sparrow among others as well as such television shows as

comrade detective and the americans contributors to this collection interrogate the revival of the cold war movie

genre from multiple angles and examine the issues of patriotism national identity otherness gender and corruption

they consider cinematic aesthetics and the ethics of these representations they reveal how cold war imagery shapes

audiences understanding of the period in general and of the relationship between the us and russia in particular the

authors complicate traditional definitions of the cold war film and invite readers to discover a new phase in the cold

war movie genre cold war ii the cold war contains a selection of official and unofficial documents which provide a

truly multi faceted account of the entire cold war era the final selection of documents illustrates the global impact of

the cold war to the present day and establishes links between the cold war and the events of 11th september 2001
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the cold war did not culminate in world war iii as so many in the 1950s and 1960s feared yet it spawned a host of

military engagements that affected millions of lives this book is the first comprehensive multinational overview of

military affairs during the early cold war beginning with conflicts during world war ii in warsaw athens and saigon and

ending with the cuban missile crisis a major theme of this account is the relationship between government policy and

military preparedness and strategy author jonathan m house tells of generals engaging in policy confrontations with

their governments political leaders among them anthony eden nikita khrushchev and john f kennedy many of whom

made military decisions that hamstrung their own political goals in the pressure cooker atmosphere of atomic

preparedness politicians as well as soldiers seemed instinctively to prefer military solutions to political problems and

national security policies had military implications that took on a life of their own the invasion of south korea

convinced european policy makers that effective deterrence and containment required building up and maintaining

credible forces desire to strengthen the north atlantic alliance militarily accelerated the rearmament of west germany

and the drive for its sovereignty in addition to examining the major confrontations nuclear and conventional between

washington moscow and beijing including the crises over berlin and formosa house traces often overlooked military

operations against the insurgencies of the era such as french efforts in indochina and algeria and british struggles in

malaya kenya cyprus and aden now more than fifty years after the events house describes understanding the origins

and trajectory of the cold war is as important as ever by the late 1950s the united states had sent forces to vietnam

and the middle east setting the stage for future conflicts in both regions house s account of the complex relationship

between diplomacy and military action directly relates to the insurgencies counterinsurgencies and confrontations

that now occupy our attention across the globe the oxford handbook of the cold war offers a broad reassessment of

the period war based on new conceptual frameworks developed in the field of international history nearing the 25th

anniversary of its end the cold war now emerges as a distinct period in twentieth century history yet one which

should be evaluated within the broader context of global political economic social and cultural developments the

editors have brought together leading scholars in cold war history to offer a new assessment of the state of the field

and identify fundamental questions for future research the individual chapters in this volume evaluate both the extent

and the limits of the cold war s reach in world history they call into question orthodox ways of ordering the

chronology of the cold war and also present new insights into the global dimension of the conflict even though each

essay offers a unique perspective together they show the interconnectedness between cold war and national and

transnational developments including long standing conflicts that preceded the cold war and persisted after its end or

global transformations in areas such as human rights or economic and cultural globalization because of its broad

mandate the volume is structured not along conventional chronological lines but thematically offering essays on

conceptual frameworks regional perspectives cold war instruments and cold war challenges the result is a rich and

diverse accounting of the ways in which the cold war should be positioned within the broader context of world history
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the cold war was a unique international conflict partly because josef stalin sought socialist transformation of other

countries rather than simply the traditional objectives this intriguing book based on recently accessible soviet primary

sources is the first to explain the emergence of the cold war and its development in stalin s lifetime from the

perspective of soviet policy making the book pays particular attention to the often neglected societal dimension of

soviet foreign policy as a crucial element of the genesis and development of the cold war it is also the first to put

german postwar development into the context of soviet cold war policy stalin vainly tried to mobilize the germans

with slogans of national unity and then to discredit the west among the germans by forcing the surrender of berlin

further attempts to prevail deadlocked him into a confrontation with the newly united western powers comparing

stalin s internal statements with soviet actions gerhard wettig draws original conclusions about stalin s meta plans for

the regions of germany and eastern europe this fascinating look at soviet politics during the cold war provides

readers with new insights into stalin s willingness to initiate crisis with the west while still avoiding military conflict the

cold war is one of the most important and widely studied areas of history martin mccauley s best selling seminar

study unravels the complex issues which gave rise to the cold war revised updated and expanded this new edition

incorporates the most recent scholarship theories and newly released information to provide students with an

invaluable introduction to the subject this book is concerned with the ideological origins of the cold war and how it

was fought by economic means the book revolves around four major themes firstly it is argued that the origin of the

cold war is not to be found in rational economic motivation but in ideology through which both the east and west

perceived reality secondly these ideological preconceptions generated complex feed back processes of hostility that

lasted forty years thirdly although this hostility was expressed in political ideological and military terms the decisive

battle was fought in economic terms as each nation devoted resources to unproductive military purposes finally the

end of the cold war came with the collapse of the dysfunctional soviet economy although the soviets lost the cold

war in the light of the ascendancy of its competitors the united states did not win it this new survey depicts the cold

war as the consequence of the breakdown of the existing international system during the two world wars the cold

war was an undeclared war fought silently and carefully between ideological opponents armed with the most

fearsome weapons mankind has ever seen hughes wilson takes a cool look at this war from the bolshevik revolution

of 1917 to the collapse of the berlin wall in 1989 and the dissolution of the ussr thereafter he examines the suspicion

and paranoia on both sides of the greatest stand off in history written by one of britain s leading popular military

historians this book makes accessible for the first time one of the key periods to shape our world the cold war was

the longest conflict in american history and the defining event of the second half of the twentieth century since its

recent and abrupt cessation we have only begun to measure the effects of the cold war on american soviet post

soviet and international military strategy economics domestic policy and popular culture the columbia guide to the

cold war is the first in a series of guides to american history and culture that will offer a wealth of interpretive
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information in different formats to students scholars and general readers alike this reference contains narrative

essays on key events and issues and also features an a to z encyclopedia a concise chronology and an annotated

resource section listing books articles films novels web sites and cd roms on cold war themes the cold war offers a

detailed treatment of one of the most complex eras of the 20th century dunbabin delivers a balanced perspective on

the key events and helps the reader to gain a deeper understanding of why they happened as they did
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Cold War 2016-11-20 the cold war between the united states and the soviet union lasted from the end of world war ii

until the end of the 1980s over the course of five decades they never came to blows directly rather these two world

superpowers competed in other arenas that would touch almost every corner of the globe inside you will read about

what was the cold war the origins of the cold war world war ii and the beginning of the cold war the cold war in the

1950s the cold war in the 1960s the cold war in the 1970s the cold war in the 1980s and the end of the cold war

both interfered in the affairs of other countries to win allies for their opposing ideologies in the process governments

were destabilized ideas silenced revolutions broke out and culture was controlled this overview of the cold war

provides the story of how these two countries came to oppose one another and the impact it had on them and

others around the world

The Cold War through Documents 2017-10-27 this comprehensive collection of carefully edited documents speeches

treaties statements and articles traces the rise and fall of the cold war the sources follow the cold war from its roots

in east west tensions at the end of world war ii to the collapse of the soviet union in 1991 set in historical context by

the editors concise introductions and followed by thoughtful discussion questions the documents are arranged in

chronological order starting with the yalta conference and ending with gorbachev s resignation speech drawing on

selections from a variety of countries and leaders involved in this prolonged global struggle the editors treat the

entire cold war as an era in world history not just u s history their judicious selection makes the great events of the

time come alive through the words and phrases of those who were actively involved

The Cold War 2017-08-31 odd arne westad s daring ambition supra nationalist intellect polyglot sources masterly

scholarship and trenchant analysis make the cold war a book ofresounding importance for appraising our global

future as well as understanding our past richard davenport hines tls books of the year as germany and then japan

surrendered in 1945 there was a tremendous hope that a new and much better world could be created from the

moral and physical ruins of the conflict instead the combination of the huge power of the usa and ussr and the near

total collapse of most of their rivals created a unique grim new environment the cold war for over forty years the

demands of the cold war shaped the life of almost all of us there was no part of the world where east and west did

not ultimately demand a blind and absolute allegiance and nowhere into which the west and east did not reach

countries as remote from each other as korea angola and cuba were defined by their allegiances almost all civil wars

became proxy conflicts for the superpowers europe was seemingly split in two indefinitely arne westad s remarkable

new book is the first to have the distance from these events and the ambition to create a convincing powerful

narrative of the cold war the book is genuinely global in its reach and captures the dramas and agonies of a period

always overshadowed by the horror of nuclear war and which for millions of people was not cold at all a time of

relentless violence squandered opportunities and moral failure this is a book of extraordinary scope and daring it is

conventional to see the first half of the 20th century as a nightmare and the second half as a reprieve westad shows
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that for much of the world the second half was by most measures even worse

The Cambridge History of the Cold War 2010-03-25 this volume examines the origins and early years of the cold war

in the first comprehensive historical reexamination of the period a team of leading scholars shows how the conflict

evolved from the geopolitical ideological economic and sociopolitical environments of the two world wars and

interwar period

The Cold War 2016-02-16 now available in a fully revised and updated third edition the cold war a post cold war

history offers an authoritative and accessible introduction to the history and enduring legacy of the cold war

thoroughly updated in light of new scholarship including revised sections on president nixons policies in vietnam and

president reagans approach to u s soviet relations features six all new counterparts sections that juxtapose important

historical figures to illustrate the contrasting viewpoints that characterized the cold war argues that the success of

western capitalism during the cold war laid the groundwork for the economic globalization and political

democratization that have defined the 21st century includes extended coverage of the cuban missile crisis the most

dangerous confrontation of the nuclear age thus far

The Cold War 2011-12-01 in 1950 when joseph stalin mao zedong ho chi minh and kim il sung met in moscow to

discuss the future they had reason to feel optimistic international communism seemed everywhere on the offensive

all of eastern europe was securely in the soviet camp america s monopoly on nuclear weapons was a thing of the

past and mao s forces had assumed control over the world s most populous country the story of the previous five

decades was one of the worst fears confirmed and there seemed as of 1950 little sign at least to the west that the

next fifty years would be any less dark in fact of course the century s end brought the widespread triumph of political

and economic freedom over its ideological enemies in the cold war john lewis gaddis makes a major contribution to

our understanding of this epochal story beginning with the second world war and ending with the collapse of the

soviet union he provides a thrilling account of the strategic dynamics that drove the age now as britain once more

finds itself in a global confrontation with an implacable ideological enemy the cold war tells a story whose lessons it

is vitally necessary to understand

The Cold War 1998-09-17 designed to meet the needs of high school and college students this one stop resource

features narrative history analysis biographical profiles key primary documents and other reference tools on the cold

war based on the latest scholarship sibley provides a concise yet comprehensive overview of the cold war which

lasted from 1945 until the dissolution of the soviet union in 1991 following a historical overview six essays organized

topically examine the key themes that characterized the cold war its origins in the distrust among the world war ii

allies the force of american anti communism washington s enhanced postwar global role the competing objectives of

the u s and u s s r in pursuit of global influence and the reasons why the soviet union did not survive the cold war a

timeline of events glossary of terms biographical profiles of major players and the text of 17 key documents
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necessary for student research on the cold war provide valuable research tools following a timeline of events and

narrative historical overview six topical essays discuss the origins of the cold war mccarthyism and internal security

in the united states the cold war in asia the cold war in latin america the middle east and africa the end of detente

and revived hopes for soviet american relations ushered in by gorbachev and its denouement and the legacies and

implications of the cold war documents include a variety of speeches excerpts from the memoirs of leaders on both

sides of the cold war as well as the text of key government documents each document is preceded by an

explanatory introduction an annotated bibliography of works suitable for students and a selection of photographs

enhance the value of this work

The Cold War: A Very Short Introduction 2003-03-27 the massive disorder and economic ruin following the second

world war inevitably predetermined the scope and intensity of the cold war but why did it last so long and what

impact did it have on the united states the soviet union europe and the third world finally how did it affect the

broader history of the second half of the twentieth century what were the human and financial costs this very short

introduction provides a clear and stimulating interpretive overview of the cold war one that will both invite debate and

encourage deeper investigation about the series the very short introductions series from oxford university press

contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area these pocket sized books are the perfect way to get ahead

in a new subject quickly our expert authors combine facts analysis perspective new ideas and enthusiasm to make

interesting and challenging topics highly readable

The Cold War 2005 presents the history of the cold war through excerpts from letters newspaper articles speeches

and songs dating from the period includes review questions

The Origins of the Cold War 2017-11-28 a lively and accessible new introduction to the origins and emergence of the

cold war caroline kennedy pipe brings to life the clashes of ideas and personalities that led russia and america into

decades of conflict and draws out important lessons for policy and analysis in today s equally formative period in

world affairs

The Culture of the Cold War 1996-05-19 in a new epilogue to this second edition he extends his analysis from the

mccarthyism of the 1950s including its effects on the american and european intelligensia to the civil rights

movement of the 1960s and beyond

Origins of the Cold War 2005 this truly international collection of articles provides a fresh and comprehensive

analysis of the origins of the cold war moving beyond earlier controversies and including the newest research from

the communist side of the cold war

The Cold War 2002-03-11 the cold war dominated international relations for forty five years it shaped the foreign

policies of the united states and the soviet union and deeply affected their societies domestic situations and their

government institutions hardly any part of the world escaped its influence david painter provides a compact and
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analytical study that examines the origins course and end of the cold war his overview is global in perspective with

an emphasis on the third world as well as the contested regions of asia and central america and a strong

consideration of economic issues he includes discussion of the global distribution of power the arms race the world

economy the cold war gives a concise original and interdisciplinary introduction to this international state of affairs

covering the years between 1945 and 1990

Reviewing the Cold War 2013-10-14 since the cold war ended it has become an international field of study with new

material from china the former soviet union and europe this volume takes stock of where these new materials have

taken us in our understanding of what the cold war was about and how we should study it

The Real History of the Cold War 2009 reveals the intriguing suspenseful true story behind the globe spanning battle

of wills between the us and the soviet union after the fall of nazi germany

How the Cold War Ended 2011 examines the debates surrounding the end of the cold war

Encyclopedia of the Cold War 2013-05-13 between 1945 and 1991 tension between the usa its allies and a group of

nations led by the ussr dominated world politics this period was called the cold war a conflict that stopped short to a

full blown war benefiting from the recent research of newly open archives the encyclopedia of the cold war discusses

how this state of perpetual tensions arose developed and was resolved this work examines the military economic

diplomatic and political evolution of the conflict as well as its impact on the different regions and cultures of the world

using a unique geopolitical approach that will present russian perspectives and others the work covers all aspects of

the cold war from communism to nuclear escalation and from ufos to red diaper babies highlighting its vast ranging

and lasting impact on international relations as well as on daily life although the work will focus on the 1945 1991

period it will explore the roots of the conflict starting with the formation of the soviet state and its legacy to the

present day

How the Cold War Began 2007-08-24 on september 5 1945 cipher clerk igor gouzenko severed ties with the soviet

embassy in ottawa reporting to the royal canadian mounted police allegations of extensive soviet espionage in north

america providing stolen documents detailing soviet intelligence matters to back his claims this action sent

shockwaves through washington london moscow and ottawa changing the course of the twentieth century using

recently declassified fbi and canadian rcmp files on the gouzenko case author and cold war scholar amy knight

sheds new light on the fbi s efforts to incriminate alger hiss and harry dexter white in order to discredit the truman

administration fbi chief j edgar hoover seized upon gouzenko s defection as a means through which to demonize the

soviets distorting statements made by gouzenko to stir up spy fever in the u s setting the mccarthy era into motion

through the fbi files and interviews with several key players knight delves into gouzenko s reasons for defecting and

brilliantly connects these events to the strained relations between the soviet union and the west marking the

beginning of the cold war
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The Cold War 2016-07-15 immediately following world war ii former allies the united states and the soviet union

began an open yet restricted rivalry that became known as the cold war and played out around the world until the

soviet union s collapse in 1991 many conflicts such as the chinese civil war the korean war the vietnam war and the

arab israeli wars acted as proxy wars for the u s soviet competition other major issues explored in this examination

of the cold war include europe s iron curtain the nuclear arms race decolonization in africa and the spread of

communism into latin america and southeast asia

The Atomic Bomb and the Origins of the Cold War 2008-08-28 a study of nuclear warfare s key role in triggering the

post world war ii confrontation between the us and the ussr after a devastating world war culminating in the

obliteration of hiroshima and nagasaki it was clear that the united states and the soviet union had to establish a

cooperative order if the planet was to escape an atomic world war iii in this provocative study campbell craig and

sergey radchenko show how the atomic bomb pushed the united states and the soviet union not toward cooperation

but toward deep bipolar confrontation joseph stalin sure that the americans meant to deploy their new weapon

against russia and defeat socialism would stop at nothing to build his own bomb harry truman initially willing to

consider cooperation discovered that its pursuit would mean political suicide especially when news of soviet atomic

spies reached the public both superpowers moreover discerned a new reality of the atomic age now cooperation

must be total the dangers posed by the bomb meant that intermediate measures of international cooperation would

protect no one yet no two nations in history were less prepared to pursue total cooperation than were the united

states and the soviet union the logic of the bomb pointed them toward immediate cold war sprightly and well argued

the complicated history of how the bomb influenced the start of the war has never been explored so well lloyd

gardner rutgers university an outstanding new interpretation of the origins of the cold war that gives equal weight to

american and soviet perspectives on the conflict that shaped the contemporary world geoffrey roberts author of stalin

s wars

Debating the Origins of the Cold War 2002-03-26 debating the origins of the cold war examines the coming of the

cold war through americans and russians contrasting perspectives and actions in two engaging essays the authors

demonstrate that a huge gap existed between the democratic capitalist and global vision of the post world war ii

peace that most americans believed in and the dictatorial xenophobic and regional approach that characterized

soviet policies the authors argue that repeated failures to find mutually acceptable solutions to concrete problems led

to the rapid development of the cold war and they conclude that given the respective concerns and perspectives of

the time both superpowers were largely justified in their courses of action supplemented by primary sources including

documents detailing soviet espionage in the united states during the 1930s and 1940s and correspondence between

premier josef stalin and foreign minister v m molotov during postwar meetings this is the first book to give equal

attention to the u s and soviet policies and perspectives
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The A to Z of the Cold War 2005 covering an extensive period and much of the globe this dictionary presents a year

by year chronology and alphabetical entries on civilian and military leaders crucial countries and peripheral conflicts

the increasingly lethal weapons systems and the various political and military strategies

The Cold War Is Over--again 2019-06-26 in this book allen lynch challenges the common wisdom that the

revolutionary events in eastern europe in 1989 and in the soviet union in 1991 marked the end of the cold war

instead he argues that the cold war was actually resolved by the early 1970s as evidenced by the tacit acceptance

of a divided germany and europe more recent events thus overthrew not the cold war but the post cold war order in

east west and u s soviet relations and often to their surprise and consternation leaders of the governments involved

must now face formidable new forces created by german unity and nationalism in eastern europe and the former

soviet union which were contained efficiently if at times brutally by the post cold war order in its three sections the

book reviews historical contemporary and future oriented themes respectively lynch begins by exploring the deeper

logic of the cold war and how it was resolved by the 1970s he then presents an overview of recent soviet domestic

and foreign policy processes as they affect east west relations the concluding section considers the future with

special emphasis on the implications of a disintegrating ussr for u s foreign policy

The Cold War in the Third World 2013-06-13 this collection explores the complex interrelationships between the

soviet american struggle for global preeminence and the rise of the third world featuring original essays by twelve

leading scholars it examines the influence of third world actors on the course of the cold war

The Cold War 2004 primary and secondary sources examine key issues of the cold war from the end of world war ii

to the disintegration of the soviet union in 1991 although no war was officially declared for over four decades the

soviet union and the united states waged an ideological battle that at times carried the threat of nuclear war in this

anthology those who shaped the cold war and those reflecting on its impact debate the strategies these nations used

to expand or protect their spheres of influence as the united states and the soviet union moved from confrontation to

cooperation

The End of the Cold War 1992-06-26 this book first published in 1992 examines the end of the cold war and the

implications for the history and future of the world order

The Cold War, 1945-1963 1988 the cold war shaped the world we live in today its politics economics and military

affairs this book shows how the globalization of the cold war during the last century created the foundations for most

of the key conflicts we see today including the war on terror it focuses on how the third world policies of the two

twentieth century superpowers the united states and the soviet union gave rise to resentments and resistance that in

the end helped topple one superpower and still seriously challenge the other ranging from china to indonesia iran

ethiopia angola cuba and nicaragua it provides a truly global perspective on the cold war and by exploring both the

development of interventionist ideologies and the revolutionary movements that confronted interventions the book
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links the past with the present in ways that no other major work on the cold war era has succeeded in doing

The Global Cold War 2005-10-24 bradley lightbody here examines the complex arguments which divided east and

west following the second world war and analyzes its eight major phases from the emergence of the cold war

through the late 1980s

The Cold War 1999 contributions by thomas j cobb donna a gessell helena goscilo cyndy hendershot christian

jimenez david larocca lori maguire tatiana prorokova konrad ian scott vesta silva lucian tion dan ward and jon wiebel

in recent years hollywood cinema has forwarded a growing number of images of the cold war and entertained a

return to memories of conflicts between the ussr and the us russians and americans and communism and capitalism

cold war ii hollywood s renewed obsession with russia explores the reasons for this sudden reestablished interest in

the cold war essayists examine such films as guy ritchie s the man from u n c l e steven spielberg s bridge of spies

ethan coen and joel coen s hail caesar david leitch s atomic blonde guillermo del toro s the shape of water ryan

coogler s black panther and francis lawrence s red sparrow among others as well as such television shows as

comrade detective and the americans contributors to this collection interrogate the revival of the cold war movie

genre from multiple angles and examine the issues of patriotism national identity otherness gender and corruption

they consider cinematic aesthetics and the ethics of these representations they reveal how cold war imagery shapes

audiences understanding of the period in general and of the relationship between the us and russia in particular the

authors complicate traditional definitions of the cold war film and invite readers to discover a new phase in the cold

war movie genre cold war ii

Cold War II 2020-12-15 the cold war contains a selection of official and unofficial documents which provide a truly

multi faceted account of the entire cold war era the final selection of documents illustrates the global impact of the

cold war to the present day and establishes links between the cold war and the events of 11th september 2001

The Cold War 2004 the cold war did not culminate in world war iii as so many in the 1950s and 1960s feared yet it

spawned a host of military engagements that affected millions of lives this book is the first comprehensive

multinational overview of military affairs during the early cold war beginning with conflicts during world war ii in

warsaw athens and saigon and ending with the cuban missile crisis a major theme of this account is the relationship

between government policy and military preparedness and strategy author jonathan m house tells of generals

engaging in policy confrontations with their governments political leaders among them anthony eden nikita

khrushchev and john f kennedy many of whom made military decisions that hamstrung their own political goals in the

pressure cooker atmosphere of atomic preparedness politicians as well as soldiers seemed instinctively to prefer

military solutions to political problems and national security policies had military implications that took on a life of

their own the invasion of south korea convinced european policy makers that effective deterrence and containment

required building up and maintaining credible forces desire to strengthen the north atlantic alliance militarily
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accelerated the rearmament of west germany and the drive for its sovereignty in addition to examining the major

confrontations nuclear and conventional between washington moscow and beijing including the crises over berlin and

formosa house traces often overlooked military operations against the insurgencies of the era such as french efforts

in indochina and algeria and british struggles in malaya kenya cyprus and aden now more than fifty years after the

events house describes understanding the origins and trajectory of the cold war is as important as ever by the late

1950s the united states had sent forces to vietnam and the middle east setting the stage for future conflicts in both

regions house s account of the complex relationship between diplomacy and military action directly relates to the

insurgencies counterinsurgencies and confrontations that now occupy our attention across the globe

A Military History of the Cold War, 1944-1962 2012-11-20 the oxford handbook of the cold war offers a broad

reassessment of the period war based on new conceptual frameworks developed in the field of international history

nearing the 25th anniversary of its end the cold war now emerges as a distinct period in twentieth century history yet

one which should be evaluated within the broader context of global political economic social and cultural

developments the editors have brought together leading scholars in cold war history to offer a new assessment of

the state of the field and identify fundamental questions for future research the individual chapters in this volume

evaluate both the extent and the limits of the cold war s reach in world history they call into question orthodox ways

of ordering the chronology of the cold war and also present new insights into the global dimension of the conflict

even though each essay offers a unique perspective together they show the interconnectedness between cold war

and national and transnational developments including long standing conflicts that preceded the cold war and

persisted after its end or global transformations in areas such as human rights or economic and cultural globalization

because of its broad mandate the volume is structured not along conventional chronological lines but thematically

offering essays on conceptual frameworks regional perspectives cold war instruments and cold war challenges the

result is a rich and diverse accounting of the ways in which the cold war should be positioned within the broader

context of world history

The Oxford Handbook of the Cold War 2013-01-31 the cold war was a unique international conflict partly because

josef stalin sought socialist transformation of other countries rather than simply the traditional objectives this

intriguing book based on recently accessible soviet primary sources is the first to explain the emergence of the cold

war and its development in stalin s lifetime from the perspective of soviet policy making the book pays particular

attention to the often neglected societal dimension of soviet foreign policy as a crucial element of the genesis and

development of the cold war it is also the first to put german postwar development into the context of soviet cold war

policy stalin vainly tried to mobilize the germans with slogans of national unity and then to discredit the west among

the germans by forcing the surrender of berlin further attempts to prevail deadlocked him into a confrontation with

the newly united western powers comparing stalin s internal statements with soviet actions gerhard wettig draws
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original conclusions about stalin s meta plans for the regions of germany and eastern europe this fascinating look at

soviet politics during the cold war provides readers with new insights into stalin s willingness to initiate crisis with the

west while still avoiding military conflict

Stalin and the Cold War in Europe 2008 the cold war is one of the most important and widely studied areas of history

martin mccauley s best selling seminar study unravels the complex issues which gave rise to the cold war revised

updated and expanded this new edition incorporates the most recent scholarship theories and newly released

information to provide students with an invaluable introduction to the subject

The Origins of the Cold War, 1941-1949 2003 this book is concerned with the ideological origins of the cold war and

how it was fought by economic means the book revolves around four major themes firstly it is argued that the origin

of the cold war is not to be found in rational economic motivation but in ideology through which both the east and

west perceived reality secondly these ideological preconceptions generated complex feed back processes of hostility

that lasted forty years thirdly although this hostility was expressed in political ideological and military terms the

decisive battle was fought in economic terms as each nation devoted resources to unproductive military purposes

finally the end of the cold war came with the collapse of the dysfunctional soviet economy although the soviets lost

the cold war in the light of the ascendancy of its competitors the united states did not win it

Essays on the Cold War 2016-07-27 this new survey depicts the cold war as the consequence of the breakdown of

the existing international system during the two world wars

The Cold War 2000 the cold war was an undeclared war fought silently and carefully between ideological opponents

armed with the most fearsome weapons mankind has ever seen hughes wilson takes a cool look at this war from the

bolshevik revolution of 1917 to the collapse of the berlin wall in 1989 and the dissolution of the ussr thereafter he

examines the suspicion and paranoia on both sides of the greatest stand off in history written by one of britain s

leading popular military historians this book makes accessible for the first time one of the key periods to shape our

world

A Brief History of the Cold War 2019-10-31 the cold war was the longest conflict in american history and the defining

event of the second half of the twentieth century since its recent and abrupt cessation we have only begun to

measure the effects of the cold war on american soviet post soviet and international military strategy economics

domestic policy and popular culture the columbia guide to the cold war is the first in a series of guides to american

history and culture that will offer a wealth of interpretive information in different formats to students scholars and

general readers alike this reference contains narrative essays on key events and issues and also features an a to z

encyclopedia a concise chronology and an annotated resource section listing books articles films novels web sites

and cd roms on cold war themes

The Columbia Guide to the Cold War 1998 the cold war offers a detailed treatment of one of the most complex eras
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of the 20th century dunbabin delivers a balanced perspective on the key events and helps the reader to gain a

deeper understanding of why they happened as they did

The Cold War 2008
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